


From the ashes rises a Phoenix
From the grave rises a tree
From a dead culture rises an Empire



I think we may have started to look at this wrong. We have 
become too preoccupied with the current view of  what 
graphic design is. Most of  us are in agreement things need to 
change. Then should we start a new? Not be focused on the 
question of  what is graphic design and simply graphic design 
as a statement. The question seems to be tricking us to be the 
old falsehood and the same problems with the old. Should we 
simply wipe the slate clean and not tweak an old out dated 
definition, but write one a new true to what we know? I am 
not saying the term is wrong, only the definition.

What is Graphic Design?

Far to often I hear about and have 
to dumb down work for the public. 
Should we not be elevating them and 
not have to be going to their level. 
What good is knowledge without 
substance? Too often is it the public 
wants a whole book, a whole philoso-
phy, and a whole ideology, summa-
rized down to one or two sentence. 
Anything that requires more just isn’t 
worth their time. Just because you 
got some one on your side or buy 
your product by presenting them 
with a pretty picture or a one-line 
slogan that sounds nice, what value 
is this if  the person has no under-
standing of  it? The design should be 
presenting a question to make them 
want to learn. It should be a design 
which if  you understand it gives 
deeper meaning, and if  you don’t, it 
makes you want to go out and learn 
so you do understand. No longer 
should we be slowing ourselves down 
for the masses but instead elevating 
them with us.

Statement

“To look upon the distress of  the masses  
 with an ironic melancholy: they want  
 something we are capable of ”   

 – Friedrich Nietzsche –
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When people want change they start by wanting to call it a new name. 

They think some how by giving it a new title 

it will spark some kind of  revolution. They then decide that those who 

refer to it by its old name are antiquated. But 

when we call it by a new name before things change then what has 

happened? The changes wanted are lost. People 

just assume with the new name things changed, and with the passing 

of  time and generations it goes unnoticed nothing 

changed. Although some may speak of  a change that, never 

really happened, they will refer to it in antiquated

terms, and the change that never happened but need to happen is 

ignored. Steps in evolution cannot be skipped. 

Nothing in the idea of  graphic design changed to change the name. 

The technology has changed, the world has 

changed, society has changed, the people have changed, how we do 

the work has changed, but what it is we do has 

not changed. We may have expanded with the change in technology, 

but the idea in what we do in these new fields is 

the same. A graphic is simply a visual communicative device, and 

this is still what we design.  

False Antiquity
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Last time some of  what I said was taken as to be a 
rally against commercial advertisement. This is true, 
but not the whole truth. This was also targeted at 
political ads and social/public ads. It actually may 
be rally against them even more so. The commer-
cial have no denial that their goal is simple, sell you 
a product. When we get in into the political and 
social/public ad then we are talking about ideas, 
policies, principles, and people being sold. When 
these are falsely represented, over simplified, and 
sold with no understanding or depth then we start in 
to a dangerous area. Take recently the failed public 
opinion of  the ‘700 Billion Dollar Bailout’. People 
without even knowing what it was or did, did not 
like it and saw it as hand out to wall-street CEO’s. 
Why? Because the choice word of  ‘Bailout’. Had the 
word they chosen ‘Rescue’, ‘Stabilizer’, or ‘Finical 
Security’, and then people would have been for it. 
But they slipped up and called it what is. (For some 
reason I feel the need to point I am and have been 
against the bailout form the start because I saw it 
leading to even worse problems rather then fixing 
them because what the plan does and not the name. 
The above is by no means me defending the bill.) 
How many people can really say they know global 
warming or understand it? How many have really 
just heard some slogan or just had it sold to them 
by saying if  we don’t act now were all going to die? 
Sure they have been told how to act green and that 
it is good to do so but do they know and what they 
do this for? How many times have the masses been 
sold what to think with no explanation?

“The greatest advance in mankind has made lies in its having learned to draw 
 the correct conclusions. This is by no means so natural accomplishment as 
 Schopenhauer assumes when he says: ‘all are capable of  drawing conclusions,  
 few of  judging’; on the contrary, it was learned late and has even now not yet 
 attained to dominance.”  

– Friedrich Nietzsche –



Part of  this was started in the last 

argument. Because of  the election 

once again politics can be made an 

easy example. We hear in the debates 

what sound from the candidates just 

the same stuff  they repeat in their ads 

over and over again. We hear simple 

general answers that sound all well 

and good. “What are you going to do 

about the economy?” their response 

“I am going to fix it and make life 

better for Americans.” While this is all 

well and good, something seems to be 

missing from this though, substance 

and understanding. What are we to 

really learning from this? No plan 

is laid out. No real desire is made to 

look up what the plan is, because you 

feel good and comfortable he simply 

has your best interest at heart. And 

so we are sold this person and their 

policy without even ever needing to 

have to explain themselves. No follow 

up questions are allowed to try and 

search for depth. Only question pre-

approved can be asked and nothing 

based of  what has been said or lack 

there of. So how does this all relate to 

graphic design? When we control what 

is on display, then we are left with a 

choice. We can go with the easy simple 

one line sell. Or we could do more. We 

could not sink to their level of  here is 

something so over simplified and 

packaged it sounds nice no matter 

how terrible it is. We have control over 

this and thus I also say a responsibility 

about this. If  we are doing this then 

what are we really doing? Are we 

making a change? Are we really 

informing them of  anything?

Substance, Substance, Substance.
“‘B

ut w
hat are the desires you m

ean?’
 ‘T

he sort that w
ake w

hile w
e sleep, w

hen the reasonable and hum
ane part of us is asleep and its control relaxed, and our    

 fierce bestial nature, full of food and drink, rouses itself and has its fling and tries to secure its ow
n kind of satisfaction.’”

– Plato – 
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“If  one measures the effects of  pity by the gravity of  the reactions it sets up, its character    
 as a menace to life appears in much clearer light. Pity thwarts the whole law of  evolution,  
 which is the law of  natural selection. It preserves whatever is ripe for destruction; it fights 
 on the side of  those disinherited and condemned by life; by maintaining life in so many of   
 the botched of  al kinds, it gives life itself  a gloomy and dubious aspect.”     
– Friedrich Nietzsche – 

I think it needs to be made clear, I by 
no means think graphic design can 
‘save the world’. The idea behind 
that saying even sickens me. But it is 
not to say we have no effect at all. I 
think we need to readjust from the 
idea of  the public controlling us and 
us influence the public. We use that 
influence to educate. Not indulge in 
the problems we see today.
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We speak of  the idea that poor graphic 
design has flooded the world and thus 
given a muddled unclear tainted view as 
to what it is we do as graphic designers. 
Some have proposed that those only with 
education can be designers. We then ignore 
many things of  what a graphic designer is. 
Art can be attained by one’s own natural 
talent and with no need for formal educa-
tion. Even still look at some the schools out 
there for graphic design. We see ads on the 
TV for these chain schools who claim to 
teach graphic design by simply teaching the 
programs and not the thought. Are we then 
to say to even them simply sorry but when 
we say four years of  school and education, 
what you just did was invalid. You could 
then say, why not set a standard for a port-
folio review? We could do that. This would 
encompass then those who were naturally 
talented and weave out those who simply 
went to school and just learned program 
and not thought. We then leave out two 
factors. Art is subjective, and aesthetics 
is subjective. This is also not to mention 
the natural self-corrupting nature of  such 
a board. Much like in politics there is no 

reason to think money would 

not be able to cause an influ-

ence or even that those on the 

board could develop agendas 

of  their own that would taint 

their views. Even still
 how 

could this be enforced. Are 

we to spend tim
e searching 

the web and every tim
e some-

one will tr
y to do their own 

design or operate without 

such license crash their web 

site? Could People not sim
ply 

export jo
bs to overseas where 

they have lower sta
ndards? 

How would you stop the 

individual? T
his leaves one 

last so
urce were you could 

say we could try and control, 

and that is o
utput. This once 

again leaves too many things 

out, th
e client’s w

ants and 

Standards, Education, and Censorship

the aesthetics. And all this is 

still t
alk of  censoring ideas. 

The idea is not the problem. 

The problem is th
e lack of  

the argument and education 

to counter those ideas that 

are bad. No idea, no matter 

how bad or absurd, should be 

silenced. However, with use 

or logic and reason one can 

argue a bad or absurd idea 

into the rightful understood 

position. We should not be 

focused on blocking such 

designers whose work is poor. 

We should be able to argue 

into the minds of  people as to 

why the work is bad an thus 

why they should chose and do 

good design and not have to 

force it on them while silenc-

ing others.



“That which disturbs your soul, 
  you must  not suffer”

 – Johann Wolfgang Goethe – 



Coming to the end of  my schooling as we all worked on 
business cards, cover letters, and resumes one common theme 
was both seen and heard from designers. That of  what could 
only be considered an identity crisis. All the time so many 
have always considered their job to be that of  producing 
products based on what others wanted and liked. Now faced 
with themselves as the clients they became confused. Now 
they were the product they had to market. There was the 
problem. Not knowing how to look at such a question as self, 
only thinking of  the international design way of  thinking.

Voices Drowned by Helvetica part I
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                                              I have no quarrels with clean design or 
                                           fonts. Nor a problem girds and having 
                                        structures, it is a quarrel with the way we have                
                                     pinned ourselves in to a corner. So often we see the 
                                  answer to anything being Helvetica. So many who tried             
                                in the first years of  the art foundation tried to find a 
                            voice and /or style. However this has been lost to what is
                         called international style. It does have its place. Far to often         
                      we now see it. We have taken the idea of  the system to far. 
                    The system we apply is no longer to a company but a whole 
                field of  work. Though the client does their fair share in this by      
             simply saying we like our competitors so make it look like theirs.



Voices Drowned by Helvetica part III

Or maybe it is rooted in another thing I’ve heard said that always makes my 

skin crawl, “everything has already been done”. I am not sure the origin of  

this. I know I cannot even begin to understand that thought. Maybe if  you 

only do Swiss style of  design and stick to their strict rules has it all already 

been done. Good design how ever is not defined by rules. What works for 

one may not work for all. This is not to say then there is no such thing as 

bad design, as we have seen a flood of  it with people learn and adobe 

program and thinks that is all it takes. It is about creating a map, and no 

two places are the same for maps to look the same.



“No human community 
 is any  further away from 
 barbarism, than polished 
 steel is from rust.” 

– Antoine Rivarol – 

“A designer know
s he has achieved perfection not w

hen there is 
 nothing left to add, but w

hen there is nothing left to take aw
ay.” 

– Antoine de Saint-E
xupery – 



How doth thy hammer smash your idol

How does the hammer make ruin of  him

With the hand free of  hammer

What does it create

From what dark fields does it harvest its v
ision

I have seen the power of  hand and hammer as one

Unifying all that is and destruction and creation
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– Friedrich Nietzsche –



The Phoenix faded once it had consumed all it could
The tree was burned of  life when the Phoenix burned it

The Empire fell in on itself  when it lost touch with natural law
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